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23Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space (University of California 
press, 2000), 39 
Museumgoers!snapping!photos!of!Vincent!van!Gogh’s!Starry!
Night,!1889,!at!MoMA.!!
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with!a!plethora!of!contexts!that!we!are!expected!to!navigate!on!a!daily!basis.!Theorist!Mark!Hanson,!suggests!that!‘the!notion!of!identity!extending!into!different!planes!of!reality!F!a!‘mixed!reality’!–!is!not!necessarily!new,!however!the!empirical!concreteness!of!this!‘mixed!reality!is,!in!fact,!a!recent!phenomenon24.’!The!digital!has!not!fully!supplanted!reality,!however,!we!have!somehow!become!natives!of!these!two!separate!spheres!simultaneously!and!it!has!become!a!space!where!human!relationships!have!become!highly!complex.!!Writer,!Gene!Mchugh,!uses!the!phenomena!of!online!dating!to!elucidate!the!perplexities!that!have!been!roused!by!our!online!interactions.!The!lack!of!physical!contact!enables!the!individuals!involved!to!engage!in!an!interaction!fuelled!with!‘symbolic!posturing25’!–!it!is!bizarre!to!think!that!we!are!now!able!to!demonstrate!affection!without!the!necessity!of!faceFtoFface!contact;!we!can!explore!genuine!human!content!through!a!digital!means.!One!can!get!so!wrapped!up!by!their!online!world!that!it!becomes!increasingly!difficult!to!distinguish!the!offline!from!the!online.!It!is!possible!that!one!could!perceive!their!identity!as!a!shared!article!in!both!domains,!especially!due!to!the!overlap!in!our!tendency!to!express!ourselves!correspondingly!in!both!spheres.!There!is,!however,!another!side!to!this!interface;!our!ability!to!remain!anonymous!gives!individuals!the!opportunity!to!engage!in!fictitious!encounters.!In!a!similar!manner!to!Videoplace,!which!manifests!a!fantasy!clone,!the!Internet!has!provided!us!with!a!platform!in!which!we!can!exhort!our!alter!ego.!This!gives!online!communication!a!dualFidentity,!one!that!mimics!reality!and!one!that!seeks!to!escape!it.!This!terrain!of!conflicts!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24!Digital!Performance,!250!25!You!Are!Here,!Art!After!The!Internet,!30!
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and!varying!interests!highlights!that!the!ramifications!of!the!Internet!can!be!realised!in!real!life.!!!
Virtual!Platforms!!The!Google!Art!Project!was!launched!in!2011!and!is!a!unique!collaboration!with!over!250!of!the!world’s!most!renowned!art!institutions.!This!online!platform!features!more!than!thirty!thousand!works!from!over!6,000!artists!using!highFresolution!imagery.!Art!Project!implements!the!same!technology!as!Google!Street!View,!allowing!360Fdegree!tours!of!individual!galleries.!Today!over!sixty!museums!can!be!seen!using!this!indoor!viewing!tool!and!numbers!will!surely!increase!over!time26.!The!main!reason!this!project!was!started!was!to!enable!heightened!accessibility.!Although!the!intentions!of!the!platform!are!to!supplement!the!museum!experience,!not!replicate!it,!one!cannot!deny!that!this!means!of!technology!has!ensured!art!viewing!can!now!be!done!from!the!comfort!of!our!own!home.!Current!technologies!have!positioned!art!into!the!everyday,!readily!available!outside!of!the!gallery!space.!!!Google!Art!Project!and!other!related!platforms!seem!to!aspire!to!the!creation!of!real!space!as!opposed!to!the!‘platformFnative!functionality!of!the!web27.’!Surely!such!sites!are!anxiety!inducing!for!art!world!professionals!who!are!giving!up!their!curatorial!credibility!to!the!web.!The!online!space’s!desire!to!maintain!the!art!world’s!sociological!state!has!resulted!in!an!attempt!to!masquerade!reality.!Whilst!Google!Art!Project!strives!to!break!down!the!difference!between!viewing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!“Art!Project,”!Cultural!Institute,!accessed!November!21,!2016!https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/about/artproject/!27!You!Are!Here,!Art!After!The!Internet,!81!
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a!reproduction!and!seeing!it!in!the!flesh,!they!may!also!be!encouraging!our!own!inactivity!in!the!meantime.!That!certainly!isn’t!the!goal,!but!I!cannot!help!but!think!this!outcome!will!escalate!in!its!accuracy.!!Omar!Kholeif,!Editor!of!the!book!‘You!Are!Here,!Art!After!the!Internet’,!poses!the!question!‘will!Contemporary!art!soon!be!downloadable!through!the!iTunes!Store!and!available!as!iPad!screensavers,!akin!to!album!art?28’!Considering!arts!online!strides,!this!playful!enquiry!may!very!well!be!a!natural!next!step.!Is!it!a!stretch!to!suggest!that!art!museums!are!doomed!to!becoming!extinct?!Perhaps!this!question!is!somewhat!overdramatized,!nevertheless,!the!Internet!renders!existing!art!forms!with!an!entirely!new!sensibility!and!perception.!The!fetish!value!of!visibility!may!deplete!as!a!consequence!of!these!platforms!and!we!might!imagine!another!form!of!value!defined!by!velocity.!This!new!value!based!on!other!(virtual)!qualities!will!continue!to!encourage!a!move!away!from!materiality,!and!the!dematerialization!of!the!art!object!will!likely!extend!to!the!realm!of!physical!space.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28!You!Are!Here,!Art!After!The!Internet,!85!
Screenshot!taken!from!Google!Art!Project,!detail!of!The!Starry!Night!(Vincent!van!Gogh)!
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Public!VS!Private!!
!
‘The!Web!radically!modifies!public!and!private!spaces!and!times!–!and!deeply!alters!
public;private!relationships.!This!technological!framework!became!a!new!public!
space!and!a!new!public!time!;!with!the!growing!danger!to!be!privatized29.’!!
! F!Bernard!Stiegler!!It!is!difficult!to!determine!whether!the!Internet!resides!in!the!public!or!the!private!domain!–!this!stems!from!the!conflicts!that!are!borne!from!the!structure!of!social!space.!The!space!of!the!Internet!is!continuously!managed!and!negotiated.!It!has!become!a!site!in!which!we!frequently!encounter!social!and!political!differences!F!this!can!make!it!exceedingly!tricky!to!categorize.!Because!of!these!subjective!encounters,!the!Internet!has!formed!an!artificial!ecosystem!that!is!populated!like!the!real!world.!Since!the!Web!is!a!human!construct,!it!is!fuelled!with!elements!of!the!human!condition.!Feelings!and!emotions!have!subsequently!accumulated!inside!this!electronic!space.!The!environment!honors!the!private!needs!of!the!individual!as!well!as!the!collective!needs!of!all!of!its!users.!By!nature,!the!Internet!is!not!public!at!all;!nevertheless,!the!Web’s!escape!from!finite!categorization!may!explain!our!anxiety!surrounding!the!risk!of!public!speculation!and!intrusion.!Because!the!boundaries!of!the!domain!are!so!unclear,!we!often!fear!that!people!may!trespass!on!our!virtual!property.!The!Internet’s!relative!levels!of!privacy!protection!may!be!haplessly!diminished!when!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29!You!Are!Here,!Art!After!The!Internet,!130!!
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traditional!media!is!transformed!into!experiential!media.!Perhaps!virtual!reality!is!the!perfect!medium!for!the!voyeur.!!!In!order!to!grasp!these!convoluted!ideas,!we!would!need!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!the!notion!of!public!space!in!relation!to!artistic!practices.!“Art!in!the!public!space”!tends!to!refer!to!art!in!combination!with!an!artistic!urban!outfitting!or!art!that!provokes!public!interest!(“social!interventionism”!and!“community!art”.)30!This!suggests!that!public!art!is!dependent!on!some!of!the!same!concepts!that!are!implied!within!the!realm!of!public!space.!If!space!is!not!preFexistent!and!seeks!construction,!then!ultimately,!public!art!is!a!measure!of!the!space!in!which!it!situates!itself!in,!be!it!the!social!space!or!the!political!one.!!
Inversions!of!Inside!and!Outside!!!
!
‘Outside!and!inside!form!a!dialectic!of!division,!the!obvious!geometry!of!which!
blinds!us!as!soon!as!we!bring!it!into!play!in!metaphorical!domains!…!Philosophers,!
when!confronted!with!outside!and!inside,!think!in!terms!of!being!and!non;being.31’!!! F!Gaston!Bachelard!!Some!would!say!that!the!digitization!of!museums!that!has!stemmed!from!platforms!such!as!the!Google!Art!Project!makes!for!a!highly!impersonal!experience.!Others!would!disagree;!the!upFclose!detail!that!is!achievable!exceeds!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!“Art,!Space!and!the!Public!Sphere(s).!Some!basic!observations!on!the!difficult!relation!of!public!art,!urbanism!and!political!theory,”!Transversal!Texts,!accessed!November!10,!2016!http://eipcp.net/transversal/0102/marchart/en!31!The!Poetics!of!Space,!212!
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the!boundaries!of!contact!that!one!could!accomplish!behind!the!inFmuseum!wire!barriers!and!alarm!systems.!Dismissing!the!projects!desire!to!supplement!real!life!experiences,!I!think!that!at!the!heart!of!this!debate!is!our!ability!to!engage!with!the!outside!world!from!the!comfort!of!our!own!home.!I!could!take!a!virtual!trip!to!Stonehenge!whilst!lounging!in!bed!–!the!concept!is!so!mystifying!that!I!don’t!believe!we!ever!really!stop!to!think!about!its!implications.!This!example!very!simplistically!demonstrates!an!obvious!inversion!of!inside!and!outside;!moreover,!it!could!be!equated!to!copious!technological!systems!that!promote!similar!transpositions.!!!Jeffrey!Shaw’s!work,!The!Legible!City!(1989),!invites!visitors!to!ride!a!stationary!bicycle!through!a!simulated!city!made!up!of!threeFdimensional!letters.!The!work!utilized!ground!plans!from!Amsterdam,!Karlsruhe!and!Manhattan!and!the!onFscreen!graphics!replace!preFexisting!architecture!with!words!and!sentences.!The!viewer!is!able!to!manipulate!their!own!journey!using!the!handlebar!and!pedals!of!the!bicycle!F!and!in!this!sense,!‘The!physical!effort!of!cycling!in!the!real!world!is!gratuitously!transposed!into!the!virtual!environment,!affirming!a!conjunction!of!the!active!body!in!the!virtual!domain.32’!The!accounts!used!to!comprise!each!city!have!a!specific!letter!color!so!that!the!cyclist!is!able!to!follow!any!of!the!three!narratives.!!!When!Philosophers!are!confronted!with!inside!and!outside!they!tend!to!think!in!terms!‘of!being!and!nonFbeing.33’!The!Legible!City!certainly!resonates!with!these!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!32“The!Legible!City,”!Jeffrey!Shaw,!accessed!November!4,!2016!http://www.jeffreyFshaw.net/html_main/show_work.php?record_id=83#!33!The!Poetics!of!Space,!212!
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blurred!dialectics,!and!although!the!imagery!used!within!this!work!does!not!govern!an!explicit!metaphorical!domain,!it!poses!as!an!early!exemplar!of!virtual!art!that!is!able!to!transcend!place!and!site.!Due!to!our!affinity!for!the!virtual!realm,!many!seek!ways!in!which!they!can!transpose!outdoor!activities!such!as!cycling,!golfing!and!tennis!into!a!digital!pursuit.!This!extremity!of!video!gaming!is!perhaps!where!psychological!concerns!begin!to!kick!in.!!If!we!pluck!the!core!concept!from!The!Legible!City!and!remove!it!from!the!confines!of!the!museum,!then!our!manual!dexterity,!which!usually!constitutes!a!traditional!form!of!exercise,!bears!action!unto!an!electronic!journey!that!attempts!to!mimic!reality.!Despite!the!negative!effects!of!our!incessant!need!to!drag!entertainment!into!the!digital!sphere,!there!are!of!course!profound!positive!outcomes!in!the!area!of!virtual!leisure!and!sportsForiented!technologies.!These!environments!may!be!useful!in!providing!individuals!with!intellectual!or!physical!disabilities!to!develop!independent!behavioral!patterns!and!enjoy!otherwise!unfeasible!pastimes!within!a!safe!environment.!Benefits!aside,!these!practices!only!enhance!our!inability!to!form!definitive!intuitions!and!it!is!incredibly!unsettling!to!think!that!we!can!metaphorically!be!both!inside!and!outside!at!the!same!time.!Bachelard!states,!‘in!any!case,!inside!and!outside,!as!experienced!by!the!imagination!can!no!longer!be!taken!in!their!simple!reciprocity;!consequently,!by!choosing!more!concrete,!more!phenomenologically!exact!inceptions,!we!shall!come!to!realize!that!the!dialectics!of!inside!and!outside!multiply!with!countless!diversified!nuances.34’!This!emphasizes!the!innate!reversibility!of!inside!and!outside!F!intimate!spaces!lose!their!clarity!whilst!exterior!spaces!loose!their!sense!of!void.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!34!The!Poetics!of!Space,!216!
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!!!!!!!!!!!
Jeffrey!Shaw,!The!Legible!City,!1989,!Nagoya!Japan.!!Software:!Gideon!May!and!Lothar!Schmitt!Hardware:!Charly!Jungbauer!and!Huib!Nelissen!!
City!Tee!Time:!an!office!space!converted!into!an!indoor!golf!simulation!lounge.!
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Where’s!Space!Heading?!!The!condition!of!the!space!of!art!is,!and!will!continue!to!be,!an!incredibly!relevant!topic.!!Technology!will!continue!to!progress,!like!it!always!has!done,!therefore!a!constant!mapping!of!our!spatial!context!is!required!in!order!to!ensure!the!validity!of!this!complicated!matter!long!into!the!future.!The!virtual!world!continues!to!overlap!with!the!real!one!–!further!weakening!of!the!boundary!between!the!two!domains!is!inevitable!and!I!cannot!help!but!find!this!somewhat!alarming.!At!some!point,!the!establishment!of!law!within!the!virtual!sphere!may!have!to!be!taken!into!further!consideration!F!online!enforcement!has!always!been!considered!somewhat!problematic,!and!as!aforementioned,!the!policing!of!our!personal!navigation!of!this!space!will!be!a!disconcerting!concept!for!the!majority.!!!Due!to!virtual!arts!infinite!reproducibility,!value!is!incredibly!difficult!to!construct.!Looking!at!this!medium!strictly!from!an!art!world!perspective,!is!there!a!market!for!this!kind!of!work?!This!burning!question!leads!me!to!believe!that!the!physicality!of!art!isn’t!something!that!is!going!to!be!so!readily!dismissed,!especially!when!auction!results!continue!to!suggest!an!undeniable!investment!in!a!work’s!materiality.!Lippard’s!argument!concerning!“the!dematerialization!of!the!art!object”!never!exonerated!the!object!entirely;!space!will!most!likely!take!on!a!similar!path.!The!gradual!disintegration!of!space!both!in!art!and!in!general!is!probable,!but!harping!back!to!my!original!question:!will!the!development!of!virtual!spaces!render!the!physicality!of!art!as!obsolete?!I!do!not!see!the!space!of!art!disappearing!any!time!soon.!!
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!In!space,!what!came!earlier!tends!to!underpin!what!follows.!Social!space!seeks!to!reassemble!disciplines!of!history,!sociology,!human!geography!and!so!on!F!space’s!organic!constitution!manifests!relationships!between!society!and!nature.!My!exploration!has,!at!times,!illustrated!a!rather!negative!undercurrent.!For!me,!this!is!linked!to!the!concern!that!the!virtual!medium!is!abused!by!society!in!order!to!live!vicariously!through!it.!The!phenomenon!of!virtual!reality!has!encouraged!the!rise!of!the!antiFphysical!culture!and!the!complex!nature!of!the!virtual!world!suggests!that!speculation!and!the!medium!go!hand!in!hand.!The!uncertainty!regarding!space’s!future!is!a!reflection!of!the!notion!itself!as!well!as!the!precarious!nature!of!its!virtual!paradigm.!If!real!space!drifts!into!cyberspace,!the!philosophical!ideas!that!ground!much!of!every!day!spatial!concerns!may!be!considered!inadequate.!!If!virtual!space!is!abstract!and!real!space!is!absolute!then!how!are!we!ever!expected!to!establish!these!as!specific!sites!that!are!supposedly!distinct!from!others.!The!solution!is!unclear…!but!I!will!give!you!some!space!to!dwell!on!this.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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